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Abstract
These instructions are intended to guide prospective authors of the MM Science Journal
when preparing their paper manuscript for the intended paper. The following requirements
should be adhered to as closely as possible. Use this document please as an example and
template. You can download the Paper Manuscript Instructions from the MM Science
Journal web portal: http://www.mmscience.eu. The abstract should have from 100 up to
150 words.
Keywords: from 5 to 7 characteristic words (and/or groups of words, separated with
commas). Select keywords that can be used to identify the subject of your paper.
1. Introduction
Paper manuscripts are accepted only in English. Length of the paper manuscript should
be from 5 to 10 pages incl. graphic objects (ca 80 characters per line and ca 60 lines per
page). We suggest to use font size 9 normal, for titles font size 12 bold. We do not strictly
insist on font type, because all papers are graphically designed before publishing.
2. Chapter
Preferably use DIN A4 page format and MS Word editor, please.
Some more suggestions to style of your paper:
- do not use underlining in your paper
- use bold for emphasis, but keep its use to a minimum
- use a consistent spelling style throughout the paper (US or UK)
- use single quotes
- use %, not percent
- do not use ampersands (&) except as part of the official name of an organization or company
- keep hyphenation to a minimum. Do not hyphenate ‘coordinate’ or ‘non’ words, such as ‘nonlinear’
- do not end headings with full stops.
- use one character space after all punctuation
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2.1 Subchapter
Number the subchapter consecutively, i.e. the subsections of section 2 are numbered 2.1,
2.2, 2.3 etc. We recommend using no more than three levels of headings.
2.1.1 Figures and tables
Figures and Tables must be inserted in the text (not as attachment), cited in the text, and
should be consecutively numbered i.e. Figure 1, 2, 3, etc., and Table 1, 2, 3, etc. with the
captions as follows:
Table 1. Table caption
[FIGURE or TABLE ]
Figure 1. Figure caption
When cited, please use shortcut e.g. Fig. 1, 2, 3 or Tab. 1, 2, 3 etc.
Do not wrap the text around the Figures, place the caption below the Figure, or above the
Table.
Photograps must be clear, of perfect technical quality. Figures and Tables will be published
in colour.

2.1.2 Equations
Equations should be numbered in the right margin.

x 2 y 2 + Ax2 − 2 Bxy = 0

(1)

3. Chapter
Authors must adhere to SI units. When using a word which is or is asserted to be
a proprietary term or trade mark, authors must use the symbol ® or TM.
4. Chapter
Please send your paper manuscript by e-mail to: paper@mmscience.eu. The file name of
your paper manuscript should be:
Yourname_MM-SJ_PaperManuscript_yyyy-mm-dd.doc.
5. Conclusions
Authors of accepted papers will be required to transfer copyrights to the publisher. You can
download the Transfer of Copyrights Form including the related information from the MM
Science Journal web portal: http://www.mmscience.eu .
Acknowledgements
Acknowledgements (if any) should be placed after the Conclusions and before the
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publishing year in square brackets, e.g. [Anderson 2001]. Only those publications actually
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references as follows (if more than two authors, give the surname of the first author followed
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- Book:
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- Paper in a journal:
[Author1 year] Author1, A.A. and Author2, B.B. Title of paper. Journal, months (if applicable)
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- Paper in proceedings:
[Author1 year] Author1, A.A. and Author2, B.B. Title of paper. In: B.B. Editor, ed. (if
applicable) Title of conference proceedings including place and date of conference,
Place: Publisher, page numbers (first-last), ISBN (if applicable)
- Technical reports or thesis:
[Author1 year] Author1, A.A. and Author2, B.B. Title of report/thesis. Identification code.
Location: Institute or Publisher, year.
- Paper in electronic journal:
[Author1 year] Author1, A.A. and Author2, B.B. Title of electronic journal [online]. Date of
issue, volume Nr., issue Nr., date of last revision [date of citing]. Available from
<URL address>. Standard number.
- WWW page:
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